Abstract-The multiple longest common subsequence (MLCS) problem, related to the identification of sequence similarity, is an important problem in many fields. As an NP-hard problem, its exact algorithms have difficulty in handling large-scale data and time-and space-efficient algorithms are required in real-world applications. To deal with time constraints, anytime algorithms have been proposed to generate good solutions with a reasonable time. However, there exists little work on space-efficient MLCS algorithms. In this paper, we formulate the MLCS problem into a graph search problem and present two space-efficient anytime MLCS algorithms, SA-MLCS and SLA-MLCS. SA-MLCS uses an iterative beam widening search strategy to reduce space usage during the iterative process of finding better solutions. Based on SA-MLCS, SLA-MLCS, a space-bounded algorithm, is developed to avoid space usage from exceeding available memory. SLA-MLCS uses a replacing strategy when SA-MLCS reaches a given space bound. Experimental results show SA-MLCS and SLA-MLCS use an order of magnitude less space and time than the state-of-the-art approximate algorithm MLCS-APP while finding better solutions. Compared to the state-of-the-art anytime algorithm Pro-MLCS, SA-MLCS and SLA-MLCS can solve an order of magnitude larger size instances. Furthermore, SLA-MLCS can find much better solutions than SA-MLCS on large size instances.
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INTRODUCTION
T HE multiple longest common subsequence (MLCS) problem is a fundamental problem in many areas such as file comparison [1] , syntactic pattern recognition [2] , text editing [3] , computational biology [4] , [5] , etc., corresponding to identify the similarity between sequences. This problem has been proved to be NP-hard [6] and extensive works have been done [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . However existing algorithms have been facing the challenge of large scale data due to the rapid growth of data volumes such as the hundreds gigabytes data per week generated by the next-generation sequencing techniques [11] . When dealing with large-scale data sets, time and space are two essential criterions to evaluate these algorithms. Since waiting a long time for an optimal solution is impractical, anytime algorithms have been developed to quickly produce a suboptimal solution and gradually improve it when given more time, until an optimal one is found. They focus on how to generate a good suboptimal solution within an acceptable time. On the other hand, the memory of any computer is limited, thus algorithms should be designed to limit their space usage not exceeding a given bound. However, time and space efficiency should both be considered in practical algorithms in solving large-size real world problems.
In this paper, we present two new space and time efficient MLCS algorithms, called SA-MLCS and SLA-MLCS. SA-MLCS is an anytime algorithm with a small space increase rate. Different from existing anytime algorithms, SA-MLCS uses an iterative beam widening search strategy to reduce space usage during the iterative search process of finding better solutions and makes use of previous search information to improve efficiency. Although SA-MLCS uses space efficiently, its space usage still grows exponentially and eventually exceeds any given amount of space. To handle this problem, SLA-MLCS, a space-bounded algorithm, is developed based on SA-MLCS. SLA-MLCS uses a replacing strategy when SA-MLCS reaches a given space bound and can effectively handle much larger size problem instances than existing algorithms. When SA-MLCS reaches the space limitation, SLA-MLCS replaces the nodes that have been expanded in order to guarantee the space usage not to exceed the space bound.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the concepts of the MLCS problem, its dominant point method, and the search graph of dominant points are described. Then, previous works of anytime and memory efficient search algorithms are reviewed. In Section 3, a new anytime algorithm, SA-MLCS, is presented. In Section 4, a new space-bounded anytime algorithm, SLA-MLCS, is presented. In Section 5, experimental results comparing the performance of the new algorithms with existing ones are presented. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize the paper.
MLCS PROBLEM FORMULATION AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, we first describe the MLCS problem, its dominant point method, and the search graph of dominant points. Then we review related works on anytime search algorithms and memory efficient algorithms.
Basics of the MLCS Problem
Let S represent a finite alphabet for the sequences. Take DNA sequences as an example, S ¼ fA; T; C; Gg. For a set of sequences fa 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n g over S, where
Definition 2. b is a common subsequence of a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n , if b is a subsequence of all a j ð1 j nÞ.
Definition 3. b is a longest common subsequence (LCS) of a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n , if b is a common subsequence of a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n , and there are no other common subsequences longer than it.
The multiple longest common subsequence problem is to find one or all longest common subsequences of three sequences or more. For two sequences, the problem is commonly called the longest common subsequence problem. Most of the algorithms developed for LCS could not be generalized for MLCS.
The classical exact algorithm for MLCS problem is dynamic programming [5] , [12] . It solves this problem by recursively constructing a score matrix T with size n 1 Â n 2 Â Á Á Á Â n n in which T ½p 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p n contains the length of the longest common subsequence of prefixes a 1 ½1 . . . p 1 ; a 2 ½1 . . . p 2 ; . . . ; a n ½1 . . . p n . Then the longest common subsequences can be obtained by tracing back table T . For the twosequences case, the recursive formula is as follows:
maxðT ½p 1 À 1; p 2 ; T ½p 1 ; p 2 À 1Þ; otherwise:
(1) Fig. 1 illustrates an example of dynamic table for DNA sequences GTATGCGAA and AGAGATATG and the cells with the same value are grouped by contours.
The time and space complexities of dynamic programming are both Oðm n Þ [13] . Many works are proposed to improve dynamic programming algorithm in order to extend the size of data sets that exact algorithms can solve [10] , [14] , [15] , [16] , among which the dominant point method is the most efficient.
Before introducing the dominant point method, some notions about dominant point are defined as follows:
Suppose point, P ¼ ½p 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p n , denotes a position in the dynamic programming table T for n sequences, where p i is a coordinate in sequence a i .
, identical symbol in all sequences.
Definition 5. For points P ¼ ½p 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p n and Q ¼ ½q 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q n , P dominates Q if 8l ð1 l nÞ, p l q l . P strongly dominates Q if 8l ð1 l nÞ, p l < q l .
Definition 6. Point P is a k-dominant point if and only if:
There is no other match point Q so that T ½Q ¼ k and Q dominates P .
In Fig. 1 , the corner points of contours are dominant points marked with circles, i.e., the skylines of the cells with the same value [17] , [18] .
The dominant point method is based on the observation that most of the cells in dynamic table are useless and do not need to be computed. Only the dominant points should be expanded and stored. Based on the dominant point method, some parallel algorithms are proposed to improve its efficiency [19] , [20] , [21] . They differ in how to compute dominant points, which is also known as the skyline problem in multidimensional data analysis.
The search space of the dominant point method can be organized into a graph as follows: A node represents a dominant point in the dynamic table and an edge < P; Q > represents P strongly dominates Q and T ½Q ¼ T ½P þ 1. A node has at most jSj neighbors as each character in jSj corresponds to one neighbor. The graph contains a source node S ¼ ½0; 0; . . . ; 0 with no incoming edges and a sink node T ¼ ½U; U; . . . ; U with no outgoing edges, where U means the infinite value such that T could be a child of any node. A path from the source node to the sink node corresponds to a common subsequence. Thus the MLCS problem becomes finding the longest path from the source to the sink in the graph, a graph search problem where existing graph search algorithms could be applied. 
Anytime Search Algorithms
Pro-MLCS is a state-of-the-art anytime algorithm for MLCS [22] . It adopts an iterative best first search strategy to progressively output better and better solutions. There are many anytime graph search algorithms, which could be categorized into two groups, A Ã -based anytime algorithms and beam-based anytime algorithms. They all can be applied to the search graph formulation presented in the previous section.
A Ã -based anytime algorithms use various strategies to convert general A Ã algorithm into anytime algorithms. Hansen and Zhou used a weighted A Ã approach to produce an anytime algorithm named anytime heuristic search (AHS) [23] . Likhachev et al. proposed ARA Ã to improve AHS by gradually tightening the weights during each iteration [24] . Lately, Likhachev et al. extended ARA Ã to dynamic graphs [25] . Both AHS and ARA Ã require parameters, thus an anytime nonparametric A Ã (ANA Ã ) was designed to avoid parameters input [26] . In order to speed up the time of finding the first solution, an algorithm named Anytime Window A Ã (AWA Ã ) was proposed [27] [28] . MAWA Ã may perform poorly on graphs since the algorithm has no duplication detection. The memory requirement of above algorithms except MAWA Ã is almost the same as A Ã algorithm, hereby the high space usage is still the main weakness that limits them to small size problems.
Beam-based anytime algorithms are developed based on beam search algorithms and utilize various approaches to make beam search complete. Zhang developed a complete beam-based anytime search algorithm (CBS) using a technique called iterative weakening [29] . Zhou and Hansen described a different method named beam stack search (BSS) to convert beam search into an anytime algorithm [30] . BSS adopts a beam stack data structure in order to integrate beam search and backtracking. BSS first executes a beam search and then continues to search using backtracking method. ABULB is another anytime algorithm based on beam search proposed by Furcy, which is a local search algorithm by using ITSA Ã to locally optimize the initial solution [31] .
Memory Efficient Algorithms
There are very few memory efficient exact algorithms for MLCS problem. On the other hand, some approximate algorithms have been developed to use much less space than exact algorithms in order to handle large data sets [32] , [33] , [34] . For graph search, many memory efficient algorithms are available, which could be grouped into two catalogues: memory efficient algorithms and memory bounded algorithms. The advantage of our MLCS graph search formulation is that the existing memory efficient graph search algorithms can all be applied to solve MLCS problems.
Memory efficient search algorithms only store the nodes in the frontier of the explored region and the solution is recovered by a divide-and-conquer technique. This strategy was first proposed by Korf to improve the memory efficiency of best-first search algorithms [35] , [36] , [37] . Lately, Zhou and Hansen developed a closely-related approach called sparse-memory graph search [38] . Different from frontier search, sparse-memory graph search deletes the node until all its neighbors have been expanded. Zhou and Hansen also introduced two similar algorithms, including Sweep-A Ã for the special-case of lattice graphs and breadthfirst heuristic search for the special-case of graphs with unit edge costs [39] , [40] , [41] . Although these algorithms reduce the memory requirement, the minimum memory requirement of these algorithms is at least the width of the graph.
Memory bounded algorithms work under restricted memory and do not let the memory consumption exceed a given bound. Chakrabarti et al. proposed the first memory bounded algorithm MA Ã based on A Ã algorithm [42] . When its memory consumption is within the specified memory restriction, MA Ã performs A Ã algorithms. Once the available memory runs out, MA Ã prunes a set of least promising nodes waiting to be expanded and backs up their minimum cost to their parent node. Russell [45] . Although these memory-bounded algorithms could guarantee the memory bound, they need much longer time to find a good suboptimal solution.
SA-MLCS: A NEW MEMORY-EFFICIENT ANYTIME ALGORITHM WITH SMALL SPACE INCREASE RATE
In this section, we present a new memory-efficient anytime algorithm for MLCS, SA-MLCS, based on our graph search formulation of dominant points. Before describing its detailed procedure, some data structures are first introduced. Nodes in the search graph are grouped into different layers based on their distances from the source node. Hence the search graph is divided into layers, one for each depth. For each layer, SA-MLCS maintains three priority queues: New, Open and Closed. The New queue stores the nodes to be expanded, where expanding a node means generating all its child nodes; the Open queue stores the nodes whose Fig. 1 . Each node P ¼ ½p 1 ; p 2 represents a dominant point in the table, where ½p 1 ; p 2 is the ordinate of the dominant point. Edge < P; Q > represents P strongly dominates Q and T ½Q ¼ T ½P þ 1. The graph contains a source node ½0; 0 and a sink node ½U; U.
children have not all been expanded; and the Closed queue stores the nodes whose children have all been expanded. Let New i , Open i and Closed i denote the New, Open and Closed queue of layer i, respectively. In addition, each node contains a Boolean array in which a bit is used to indicate whether a child is expanded. Let BoolA P denote the Boolean array of node P and BoolA P ½i for the ith child. If child i is expanded, BoolA P ½i is marked with 1.
The New queue and Closed queue are ordered based on the value of function h, which is defined as hðP 
In each iteration, SA-MLCS expands i newly generated nodes in each layer. Choosing which nodes to expand affects final solution quality. SA-MLCS chooses the best i nodes among all the unexpanded nodes that could be generated from the nodes in New cur layer and Open cur layer . Although in step 4, only i nodes are expanded, SA-MLCS could still choose the best i nodes overall. This is because the Open queue is ordered by Child h and the best i unexpanded nodes generated from the nodes in Open cur layer must come from the first i nodes. Fig. 3 illustrates the application of SA-MLCS on the graph in Fig. 2, showing ] have no unexpanded children, thus they are move into the Closed queue. Since all the Open queue and New queue are empty, the algorithm terminates.
Without loss of generality, we assume all the sequences are of the same length and use m to denote the length of sequences.
Theorem 1.
In each iteration, the number of newly stored nodes is at most cm, where constant c represents the widened beam.
Proof. In each iteration, the newly generated nodes are stored in the New queue and then moved to the Open queue. Since in step 5, at most c nodes are kept in the New queue and the number of layers is at most m, the number of newly stored nodes is at most cm in each iteration. t u
Assume the total number of nodes stored by SA-MLCS is y i after the ith iteration. Then the following theorem can be obtained.
Theorem 2.
In the ith iteration, SA-MLCS takes OðcmðjSjn þ logy i ÞÞ time.
Proof. Suppose there are j layers in the ith iteration and each layer l contains x l nodes. Then
The insertion time of priority queue with size x is OðlogxÞ. In step 3, there are at most c parent nodes needing to be moved or resorted. This operation takes Oðclogx l Þ time for layer l. The expansion operation takes OðcjSjnÞ time as the calculation of heuristic function for each node needs OðnÞ time. Similarly, in step 4, the expansion operation also takes OðcjSjnÞ time. In addition, the insertion operation in steps 3 and 4 takes OðclogcÞ time. This is because only the first c nodes should be ordered considering step 6 reserves at most c nodes in the new layer. Therefore steps 3 and 4 take OðcjSjn þ clogx l Þ time for layer l.
Step 5 requires Oðclogx l Þ time for layer l. Steps 6, 7, and 8 take constant time. Thus, layer l takes OðcjSjn þ clogx l Þ time. The total time for the ith iteration is Proof. Suppose there are j layers and for each iteration at least one new node is stored. Thus the number of iterations is at most N. The total running time is
SA-MLCS reduces the memory usage in each iteration by pruning the nodes waiting to be expanded in the New queue. These pruned nodes could be regenerated from the nodes in the Open queue. Because at most c nodes in the Open queue would be expanded for each layer in each iteration, the total extra operation for regenerating nodes takes OðcmNjSjÞ time. Compared with the time complexity OðcmNlogNÞ, the extra time is much less since N > > jSj.
Current state-of-the-art algorithms for MLCS problem that could handle large data sets includes MLCS-APP [34] and Pro-MLCS. MLCS-APP is an approximate algorithm and its time and space complexities are both Oðnm 2 Þ. Pro-MLCS is an anytime algorithm and it needs OðcjSjnmÞ time and OðcjSjnmÞ space to output the first approximate solution. Similarly, SA-MLCS is also an anytime algorithm. According to Theorem 3, SA-MLCS needs OðcjSjnmÞ time and OðcnmÞ space to obtain the first approximate solution. Therefore, SA-MLCS outperforms MLCS-APP in terms of both time and space complexities, and outperforms Pro-MLCS in terms of space complexity to achieve approximate solutions.
Current state-of-the-art anytime algorithms for graph search could be categorized into two groups, A Ã -based anytime algorithms and beam-based anytime algorithms. Compared with A Ã -based anytime algorithms, SA-MLCS only stores part of nodes in each iteration so that it uses less space. In addition, SA-MLCS maintains a priority for each layer and the size of the priority queue for a layer is far smaller than that of the priority queue for A Ã -based algorithms, which can make the algorithm find solutions faster. Compared with existing beam-based anytime algorithms, SA-MLCS reuses search information from previous iterations, which can improve the time efficiency and guarantee the selection of the best nodes in the frontier.
SLA-MLCS: A NEW SPACE BOUNDED ANYTIME ALGORITHM
Although SA-MLCS reduces the space usage in each iteration, its space usage will still exceed the available storage when the entire search graph cannot be stored. SLA-MLCS is an extension to SA-MLCS to work under bounded storage. It adopts a replacement method when the space usage of SA-MLCS reaches the memory bound. In each node, SLA-MLCS maintains a variable to indicate whether all its descendants have been expanded completely. Only the nodes whose descendants have all been expanded could be replaced. The procedure of SLA-MLCS is as follows:
1)-5) are the same as SA-MLCS. 6) Check whether the memory bound is reached.
If not, keep the first i nodes in New cur layerþ1 , where i ¼ minðc; jNew cur layerþ1 jÞ and delete the other nodes. Otherwise, keep the first i nodes in New cur layerþ1 , where i ¼ minðc; jNew cur layerþ1 j; xÞ (x is the number of nodes in Closed cur layerþ1 that could be replaced) and delete the other nodes in New cur layerþ1 and i nodes in Closed cur layerþ1 that could be replaced. 7) If layer cur layer is not the last layer, then If init layer ¼ cur layer and jOpen cur layer j ¼ jNew cur layer j ¼ 0, init layer ¼ init layer þ 1. cur layer ¼ cur layer þ 1, and go to step 3 to continue this iteration.
8) If layer cur layer is the last layer, then
Output the new solution by tracing back nodes in layer cur layer, if cur layer is larger than the length of the current approximate solution. If init layer ¼ cur layer and jOpen cur layer j ¼ jNew cur layer j ¼ 0, terminate. Check whether the memory bound is reached.
-If not, cur layer ¼ init layer.
-Otherwise, iteratively check all the nodes in Closed cur layer to see whether they could be replaced. If could, mark it and recursively check its parent. After that, find the first layer with nodes that could be replaced and set cur layer to that layer. Go to step 3 to start a new iteration. SLA-MLCS makes a tradeoff between time and space. If a node can be generated by more than one node and it is deleted from the Closed queue, duplication detection would be ineffective when it is generated by other nodes. This results in more computational time than SA-MLCS. However it can be guaranteed that the space usage of SLA-MLCS will not exceed the memory bound.
Different from existing memory bounded search algorithms, SLA-MLCS replaces the nodes whose descendants have all been expanded. Otherwise, if a node with unexpanded descendants is removed, its parent nodes should be marked signaling that this child needs to be regenerated. This results in the inefficient duplicated regeneration of a node and its descendants from the same parent node.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the experimental performances of the new algorithms with existing state-of-the-art algorithms on MLCS problems of various sizes.
The experiments were conducted on a Windows server with Core i5-2400 3.1GHz CPU and 4G RAM. DNA sequences and protein sequences were used in the experiments due to their different sizes of S, 4 for DNA sequences and 20 for protein sequences.
First, in order to test the performance of SA-MLCS's first solution, SA-MLCS is compared with approximate algorithm MLCS-APP and anytime algorithm Pro-MLCS on small data sets because MLCS-APP could not handle sequences longer than 10,000. Ten data sets were generated for each test. Table 1 shows the running time, space usage and solution quality (length of solution) of these three algorithms on different number of sequences and sequence length. As Pro-MLCS is also an anytime algorithm, we show the results of its first solution. SA-MLCS and Pro-MLCS have similar speed and both are an order of magnitude faster than MLCS-APP. SA-MLCS and Pro-MLCS have the same solution quality since they use the same heuristic function and find the same solutions. Their solutions are much better than those of MLCS-APP. Among all three algorithms, SA-MLCS consumes the least amount of space, an order of magnitude less than the other two algorithms.
Next, we show the performance of SA-MLCS and SLA-MLCS in dealing with large-size problems, in comparison with Pro-MLCS. MLCS-APP is excluded from this test since it could not run on these data sets. Four data sets were generated for DNA sequences and protein sequences with 100 sequences of varying lengths. Since our aim is to find better solutions within acceptable time and space usage, the time and space limits are set to 120 seconds and 1GB, respectively. Table 2 shows the results, where "-" denotes an algorithm exceeds the given limits and could not generate a solution. For each data set, the improvement of solutions is shown with the increase of time and space. In obtaining the Furthermore, SA-MLCS and SLA-MLCS are compared with Pro-MLCS on test cases with varying number of sequences. The length of sequences was fixed at 10,000. The time and space bounds are also set to 120 seconds and 1GB, respectively. Table 3 shows SLA-MLCS finds better solutions than SA-MLCS and Pro-MLCS. SLA-MLCS and SA-MLCS use much less space than Pro-MLCS.
Since SA-MLCS, SLA-MLCS and Pro-MLCS are anytime algorithms, their solutions would improve with the increase of time and space. Sometimes this improvement is frequent. Tables 2 and 3 The results show that SLA-MLCS finds the best solutions with the given time and space bounds and both SA-MLCS and SLA-MLCS use much less space than Pro-MLCS in achieving the same solutions. Since SLA-MLCS is the same as SA-MLCS before SA-MLCS reaching the space bound, their results overlap before SA-MLCS reaches the bound. In addition, Pro-MLCS is not shown for data sets with n ¼ 100 and m ¼ 15;000, because it could not handle this case.
As the data sets for above experiments are generated randomly, in order to test the performance of our algorithms on real biological data, 30 bacteria genomes were obtained from the database of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Table 4 shows the performance of MLCS-APP, Pro-MLCS and SA-MLCS on this data set of Finally, we push the limit and test the size of data sets that each algorithm can handle. When setting the time and space limits to 120 seconds and 1GB, respectively, Table 5 shows the output solutions of MLCS-APP, Pro-MLCS, SA-MLCS and SLA-MLCS on 100 bacteria genomes from the database of the NCBI. MLCS-APP Table 4 . Among all algorithms, AWA Ã finds the worst solution, consumes the most space and costs more time than SA-MLCS, less time than MLCS-APP. For example, AWA Ã finds a solution with length 1;402 using 3:46s time and 1;281M space for m ¼ 6;000.
SUMMARY
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. One is the formulation of the dominant point method as a graph search problem, which opens the door for the application of existing graph search algorithms in finding longest common subsequence. The other is the development of two space-efficient anytime algorithms, SA-MLCS and SLA-MLCS, for efficiently solve large-size MLCS problems. SA-MLCS adopts an iterative beam widening strategy to reduce space requirement and SLA-MLCS uses a novel replacement technique to keep the search within a given space bound. Both algorithms outperforms existing anytime and approximate algorithms on both randomly generated test cases and real biological cases, using much less space in achieving the same quality solutions or obtaining better solutions within the same space bound. SLA-MLCS is the first space-bounded anytime MLCS algorithm. It can make full use of available storage space to output near-optimal solutions, which makes it very attractive in solving large-size problems, an increasingly important domain in the big data era. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
